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Across

3. A weathly person who gives money and 

time to help make life better for other 

people(9)

6. a pleasing view,especially one seen 

through a long narrow opening(unit 2)

7. To lose water or moisture;to become 

dry(unit 1)

9. words that are written on or cut into a 

surface(5)

11. a reason for doing something

12. an object that is a reminder of a 

person,place,or event;a souvenir(unit 3)

14. to divide and give out something for a 

special reason(6)

16. An upright pipe with a spoof,nozzle or 

other outlet ,for draining water from a main 

pipe,especially fires(unit 1)

17. living or taking place in water(unit 1)

21. groups of people gathered to watch 

performance or public event(unit 2)

22. a written account in which someone 

describes past experience(unit 3)

24. A tiny particle of light or eltromagnetic 

radiation (9)

25. form a mental image of something:image 

(unit 2)

26. on or near the sea(unit 1)

27. arranged in the order of time that events 

occurred (6)

28. happening or beginning now or in recent 

times(6)

29. the scientific study of the history of 

earth,especially as recorded by rocks(unit 3)

30. a group of instruments playing together 

as a group(unit2)

Down

1. a false name(8)

2. to speak or read something to a person 

who writes it down,to decree(5)

4. the act or power of carefully thinking 

about,listening to,or watching 

someone/thing(7)

5. a conditions that surrounds or causes an 

event to happen(4)

8. relating to or occurring in a particular 

area,city,or town(6)

10. located in the center of a thing or 

place(4)

13. able to move from one place to 

another(7)

15. generous and friendly to guests or 

visitors(8)

18. set of events or actions that happen again 

and again in same order(4)

19. a person's life story written by that 

person(5)

20. able to be heard(unit 2)

23. The study of a real persons life written by 

someone other than that person(9)


